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ACID ETCHING — Process of cutting a design into glass using acid as the cutting agent. The vessel is then 

exposed to hydrofluoric acid or acid fumes, which etch any unprotected surface areas, thus leaving a frosted 

design when the protective layer or resist is removed. 

ACID FINISH — Matte finish produced by exposing surface of a glass piece to acid fumes during finishing or, in 

some cases, with a mechanical grinding wheel (also see Satin). 

AIR SIDE — A term associated with window glass, properly known as float glass. During the manufacturing 

process of float glass, an invisible residue of tin is left on one side of the glass. The opposite of the tin side is the 

air side. 

ANNEALING — The process of slow cooling heated glass through the annealing zone to prevent the presence 

of internal stress. The appropriate cooling curve varies with glass type and formed shape, especially thickness 

This is done between the cooling of the glass from 1000° degrees Fahrenheit down to 600° degrees Fahrenheit. 

Proper annealing is critical in glassmaking, as glass that is allowed to cool too quickly will break as it cools or 

will be highly strained when it reaches room temperature and liable to break easily. If glass is not properly 

annealed, it is likely to break during the cooling phase or at a later date. 

ANNEALING POINT — The most efficient temperature at which to anneal a particular glass. Usually found at 

the upper end of the annealing range. It is the stress-relief point during the cooling phase of glass fusing. 

ANNEALING ZONE — The temperature range starting at the softening point and ending at the strain point. 

Generally located between 1100ºF and 600ºF (593ºC and 316ºC), depending on the chemical makeup of the 

particular glass. 

BAS-RELIEF — A decorative method in pottery and sculpture in which figures or forms project only slightly 

from the surrounding surface. In bas relief or low relief, figures are not undercut to become three-dimensional. 

BATCH — The mix of granular raw materials put into the melting furnace to produce glass. This includes silica, 

soda, potash, and lime. Various colorants are added to the batch in smaller quantities. 

BEAD RELEASE — Used to coat mandrels when making a hole in glass. 

BENCH — The bench is the heart of the hot shop workstation. It consists of two parallel rails (to roll the 

blowpipes on), a tool table, and a seat where the artist sits and manipulates the glass. 

BENT — Another term for slumped glass. When glass has been heated in a kiln so that it softens and slumps 

into or sags over an object. The finished item takes the shape of the mold. 

 

BEVEL — Cold glass (usually clear, thick plate) with edges that have been ground and polished to an angle 

other than 90 degrees. Transmitted light is refracted and a prism-like effect results. Bevels are available in a 

variety of sizes, shapes and geometric configurations (called "clusters") for incorporation into leaded glass work. 

BILLET — A glass ingot, similar to a dalle, used in glass casting 

BISQUE — A fired (vitreous) piece of unglazed clay. The first firing a pot undergoes to prepare it for glazing. 

This is done at a higher temperature than the subsequent glaze firing 

BISQUEWARE — Is unglazed, air-dried (aka bone dry) greenware that has been bisque fired, or fired once, to a 

temperature preceding vitrification. Bisque can also be glazed and then fired again. 
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BLANK — A solid bottom layer of glass upon which other pieces of glass are positioned prior to fusing. The 

bottom layer of glass. 

BLOWING — The act of inflating a hot gather of glass through a blowpipe. 

BOTTLE CUTTER — A tool used to cut glass bottles. 

BOROSILICATE GLASS — A type of glass that is dense, harder than soda or lead glass, and has a low co-

efficiency of expansion (which allows it to withstand sudden changes in temperature). It is often used for 

sculpture flameworking because it passes from the molten to rigid state quickly. 

BREAK — When glass separates and becomes two or more pieces. Unlike “smashing glass” this is not a bad 

thing in glass work (it is a desired result in glass cutting.) 

BREAKING PLIERS — Used like your hands to break off glass at the score line. 

BRITTLE ZONE — Also referred to as the cold zone. This is from room temperature to about 900 degrees 

Fahrenheit. 

BLOWPIPE — An iron or steel tube, usually about five feet long, that is used for blowing glass. Blowpipes have 

a mouthpiece at one end and are usually flared at the other end with a shape that helps retain the gather. 

BURN OUT — The process of pre-firing a mold or material in a vented kiln to remove, with heat, any 

unwanted contaminants. 

CALIPER — Lockable tongs used to measure or reference a size or dimension of a glass piece. 

 

CALCINE — To purify a material through the action of heating to red 700–750ºC (1292-1382ºF) 

 

CAME — Used in leaded or stained glass, came is a thin channeled strip, usually lead but may be other metals 

such as copper, brass or zinc, that usually has a hollow section on one side, or that has a hollow section on 

either side of the center of the strip When viewed in a cross section the came is shaped like a U or an H. Came 

is used to join pieces of art glass together or to form a border around an art glass piece. 

 

CAMEO — An ancient Roman carving technique using multi-layers of glass, with an opaque white outer 

surface carved by hand or acid etching to create designs by exposing the colored inner layer. 

 

CANE — A thin rod of glass made up of different glass pieces bundled together and fused to form a design that 

is visible in cross section. Often, it is pulled and twisted. It is also used in glassmaking to produce effects like 

stripes or twisted filigree. 

 

CARVING — The removal of glass from the surface of an object by means of hand-held tools or sandblasting. 

 

CASED GLASS — Two layers of contrasting glass fused together, creating a single piece, with the inner layer 

sometimes blown into the outer layer, or a piece of one color dipped into molten glass another color while still 

hot. Cameo is one form of cased glass. 

 

CASTING — A Generic term for a wide variety of techniques used to form glass in a mold, such as kiln casting 

and hot casting. Hot casting includes pouring molten glass into a mold or form. Kiln casting involves melting 

glass in a mold inside a kiln. There are various ways to achieve casting glass. From melting frit (ground glass) to 

pouring hot molten glass into a mold to achieve a particular shape, each method is unique and different. 
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CAST FIGURE MOLD — A process perfected by Reuben Haley and used to create his unique Martele hand 

wrought glassware; a glass mold is cast from a sculpted model to transfer fine details without additional milling. 

 

CATHEDRAL GLASS — A glass that is a single color and that is transparent and monochromatic. A single color 

sheet glass, with smooth or textured surfaces. 

 

CATSPAW — (Single Roll forming method.) A surface texture resulting from the chilling of hot glass on a cool 

table. The appearance is likened to the paw prints of a cat. 

 

CELADON — Celadon refers both to ceramics of a bluish/pale sea-green color and the Chinese and Korean 

porcelain and stoneware from which this type of ware originated. 

 

CERAMIC FIBER (INSULATION) — A refractory material that is made from spun fibers. 

 

CERAMIC CHANGE — The slow process of clay becoming ceramic. Clay which is exposed to heat 600ºC / 

1112ºF, losses its chemically bound water molecules and can no longer be broken down by water. Once this 

change has occurred it cannot be reversed. 

 

CERAMICS — Derived from the Greek keramikos, meaning "of pottery." It can refer to the craft of making 

decorative and/or functional objects from fire-hardened clay, or to the objects themselves. Ceramics is a broader 

term than pottery, as it also refers to porcelain and other objects made from materials that permanently change 

when heated. 

 

CHAP STICK/BEES WAX — Used to protect marks that are made on glass. This protection will keep the mark 

in place when grinding or using a glass saw. 

 

CHARGE — The act of filling the furnace with batch. 

 

CHINA — High quality porcelain. 

 

CHUCK — Chucks are hollow, open-ended cylinders of varying size that are used to support an upside-down 

pot on the potter's wheel so that the pot bottom can be easily trimmed - a task that's often overlooked by 

beginning or less skillful potters. 

 

CHIP MOLD — A glass mold technique in which a pattern is cut or chipped with hammer and chisel into an 

iron mold’s surface. 

 

CIRCLE CUTTER — Scores ovals and circles on flat glass. It typically has a suction cup that secures the cutter 

to the glass. Similar to a compass with a glass cutter attached. 

 

CLAY — The decomposition of Granite through the process of Kaolinization creates clay. There are three 

primary clay groups - kaolinite, smectite, and illite - and about 30 different types of so-called "pure" clays. 

 

CLAY BODY — A clay designed for a special purpose. It is created by blending different clays and by mixing 

clays with other materials, such as feldspar and flint in order to produce a desired workability, maturing 

temperature, or finished result. A clay body is the result of human design and is not naturally made. 
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COBALT — One of the strongest metal oxides used to color glass or glazes. Cobalt creates a dark dense royal 

blue in most cases. Historically used in China as a painting pigment on Blue and White wares. 

 

COBBLESTONE — Cobblestone is a unique texture similar to hammer-back glass, but with a lower profile. 

Cobblestone is reminiscent of old-style glasses of an era gone by. It is very mild in texture, barely obscuring the 

light as it passes through. Cobblestone is frequently used in the United Kingdom in pubs and restaurants. 

 

C.O.E. (COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION) — A number that indicates the rate of expansion, per degree of 

temperature increase, of glass as it is heated. The measured expansion of heated glass based on the percentage of 

change of a glass rod heated one degree centigrade. Used to help determine compatibility of different glasses for 

the fusing process. COE is a term frequently used by fusers and glass casters because only glass with close to the 

same COE can be successfully fused together. If glasses with different COE’s are mixed, the glass is said to be 

incompatible and will not fuse properly. 

 

COILING — A method of hand building a form using long rolled out, or extruded, snake-like lengths of clay. 

Each coil of clay is integrated with the previous one to build the work up. The coils may be completely 

obliterated in the construction process or retained for their decorative qualities. 

 

COLD COMBING — The process of achieving the look of hot combed surface without working inside a hot 

kiln. 

COLD WORKING — Working with or changing glass in its cold, natural state. This could involve sanding, 

grinding, drilling, or sandblasting. Refers to a variety of polishing, grinding, cutting and engraving techniques 

that are executed (usually in a Cold Shop) after glass objects have been formed, fully annealed and cooled. Many 

coldworking techniques include the use of rotary machinery fed with water and abrasives, or hand-held tools. 

 

COLLAR — Section added to a kiln for additional height. 

 

COMBING — Process in which a rake-like tool is drawn across molten glass to create artistic patterns. The glass 

is heated to a liquid state and is manipulated by pulling or "combing" a blunt point through the surface. Also 

used in glass blowing. 

 

COMPATIBILITY — Glasses are said to be compatible if, after being fused together by blowing or kiln forming 

and properly annealed, they remain relatively free from internal stress. (See Coefficient of Expansion.) 

 

CONFETTI — Wafer thin pieces of irregularly shaped glass, usually smaller than 6mm in diameter that are used 

for creating designs in glass. Larger pieces are called Eggshells.  Thin shard of glass used to add shading and 

design. Also referred to as shards. Confetti is made by blowing a bubble of glass and then breaking it into 

shards. 

 

CONES — Pyrometric cones are composed of clay and glaze material, designed to melt and bend at specific 

temperatures. By observing them through a small 'Peep Hole' in the kiln it is possible to ascertain the exact 

conditions in the kiln. Cones are an excellent indicator of true temperature ranges as the degree of glaze melt is 

a combination of time and temperature (“heat work”), thus a fast firing needs to go to a higher temperature to 

get the same results as a slow firing to a lower temperature. Used in a kiln, a pyrometric cone deforms when the 

proper heat work is achieved. Various cones are made to either trigger mechanical shut off (Kiln Sitter ) or to 

act as a witness to kiln conditions. Pottery cones are numbered from 022 (coolest) to 42 (hottest), e.g. bisque 

firing is usually done between cones 08 and 06, equivalent to a temperature range of 1720 degrees Fahrenheit to 

1835 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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CONE HOLDER — Needed for support by some pyrometric witness cones. 

 

CONTROLLER — The switch on a kiln that allows you to turn it on or off, with different positions in between 

for heating rates. It could be manual or digital. 

 

COPPER FOIL — Thin, narrow strips of adhesive-backed copper tape is used to wrap the edges of glass pieces 

that have been cut to fit a pattern. Once wrapped, solder is applied, bonding the glass pieces together. 

Assembling a stained-glass project in this manner is called the “copper foil technique.” Louis Tiffany is credited 

with its development. 

 

CORD — Accidental, colorless streaks in the glass caused by local differences in refractive indexes. Often 

caused by poor mixing of the batch. 

 

CORE FORMING — The technique of forming a vessel by winding, trailing or gathering molten glass around a 

core form supported by a stake rod or mandrel. After the forming process, the glass object is annealed, then 

removed from the mandrel and the core is scraped clean. 

 

CRACKING OFF — The process of detaching the unwanted portion of the glass/punty from the blowpipe and 

the intended rim. 

 

CRACKLE/CRAZING — Refers to the forming of very fine cracks in the glaze of a fired pot. This occurs during 

the cooling process because, if not properly matched with the clay body, the glaze shrinks more than the clay as 

it changes from a liquid to a solid state. Crackling is done intentionally to create decorative rather than 

functional pottery. Crackling is especially common in Raku pottery. Small hairline cracks in glass or glazed 

surfaces, also called Iced Glass, a mold or hand-blown glass object, while hot, is plunged into cold water before 

blowing to produce a finely crackled outer surface and smooth interior. 

 

CRASH COOLING — The act of opening the kiln after firing to release heat and freeze the project to keep it 

from fusing further. 

 

CRYSTALLINE GLAZE — Most glazes have no easily visible crystal structure. Crystalline glazes have large and 

dramatic crystals up to about three inches across. A high alkaline low alumina glaze is vital for crystals to 

develop. Additions of zinc and titanium also help seed the crystals. An extremely slow cool of the kiln is 

necessary, to allow the crystals to grow. Because of the low alumina content in crystalline glazes they are very 

runny, often pots are supported in the kiln on stilts to avoid them adhering to the kiln shelves, the stilts can be 

broken off after the firing. 

 

CRATERING — Ceramic term. Broken bubbles in glazed surfaces. Usually indicates under-firing. 

 

CRANBERRY — transparent, reddish-pink color of glass, produced by adding gold oxide to a batch, originated 

in the 1820s and popular through the 1880s. 

 

CRIMPING — decorative ruffle or ribbon design around the rim of a vase or bowl, achieved by manipulating 

the shape with a tool while the piece is still hot. 

 

CRUCIBLE —A high temperature, pot-shaped container used to melt glass in furnaces or kilns. 
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CRYSTAL— Popular term for colorless lead glass that has a high refractive index and, consequently, is 

particularly brilliant. Often used to describe any fine glass tableware. 

 

CULLET — Raw glass, or pieces of broken glass from a cooled melt. These scraps are generally intended for 

recycling. 

 

CUTTER — A glass cutter. This is a tool consisting of a handle and a beveled cutting wheel. 

 

CUTTER OIL — A high-viscosity fluid used with a glass cutter. The oil keeps the wheel clean of dust and glass 

chips, which increases the life of the cutter. 

 

CUTTING — The technique whereby glass is removed from the surface of an object. The first stage of the 

process employs a stone wheel under a continuous stream of water. Later, wheels of fine-grained stone and 

wood, fed with various abrasives, are used to grind and polish the surface. 

 

CUSTARD GLASS — an opaque milk glass variation in colors varying from rich, creamy yellow to bone white 

with an opalescent finish; Uranium salts were added to batches used to produce antique custard glass, so that it 

will trigger a Geiger counter needle to move and also glows under a black light. 

 

DALLES — Thick (usually 1") slabs of cathedral glass. 

 

DALLE DE VERRE — A technique in which dalles are broken into pieces with a carbon hammer and set in an 

epoxy base to adhere them in a decorative design. Dependent on large scale for best appearance, they are 

primarily used in architectural applications such as church walls. 

 

DAY TANK — A glass melting furnace that is designed to operate on a 24-hour cycle. The batch is added to an 

empty furnace at a rate that allows it to melt properly, until the furnace chamber is full. Then, after suitable 

"cookout" has occurred, the molten glass is used to make product. When the furnace is empty, the cycle is 

repeated 

 

DEVITRIFICATION — The state of change of the molecular structure of glass to become “unlike glass.” This 

occurs in the temperature zone between 1300F - 1425F. Glass that remains in this zone for too long of a period, 

will develop a surface coating or growth that appears as a scum, dull or matte finish on the surface. The glass 

undergoes a surface change in appearance and texture from glassy to cloudy. 

 

DEVITRIFICATION SPRAY — This spray is applied to the surface of glass before firing to avoid devitrification 

and helps to give the piece a shiny surface. 

 

DEFLOCCULATE — To disperse the particles in a clay slip so that less water is required to make the slip fluid. 

 

DIAMOND HAND PADS — The most popular type of polishing pads. A type of hand finishing tool that is used 

when the circumstances call for polishing by hand. 

 

DICHROIC COATING/GLASS — Commonly used term to describe glasses that have been coated with one or 

more ultra-thin crystalline layers of transparent metal oxides designed to enhance reflections at specific wave 

lengths of light. The process occurs in a vacuum chamber at elevated temperatures. The resulting effects are 

striking and brilliant color reflections when viewed from different angles. Dichroic Glass is very unique in that 

it has both a transmitted color and a reflective color that is completely different. 
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DIP MOLD/OPTIC MOLD — A cylindrical, tapered mold with an internal pattern. The mold is open at the top 

so that molten glass can be dipped into it and then manipulated. 

 

DRAPERY GLASS — Glass sheets with multiple dramatic folds, likened to those in hanging drapes. 

 

DUNTING — Cracks, which occur on pottery during the heating or cooling cycle of the firing. They are usually 

caused by the silica inversion.1063ºF (Alpha to Beta phase) or the Crystobalite inversion at 428ºF in both cases 

there is an expansion and contraction of around 2-3% in the heating and cooling cycles. 

 

DUST MASK — Fits over your nose and mouth to protect you from breathing in harmful dust, or glass particles. 

 

EARTHENWARE — A low fired form of pottery or objects (below 1100ºC, 2012ºF) made from clay, which is 

porous and permeable. The clay can be any color although iron red is usually associated with Terracotta. The 

low temperature vastly expands the range of glaze colors available these are often alkaline or lead based. 

Beginning potters often work with earthenware because its blend of materials - quartz, kaolin, ball clay, and 

feldspar - is inexpensive and easier to work with than finer clays. 

 

ELEMENTS — Wires inside the kiln that produce heat. They are usually made from a metal alloy called 

Kanthal. Also made from iron chromium or nickel chromium. 

 

ENAMELS — A highly pigmented form of low temperature glaze. Enamels which works at a low temperature. 

Enamels are also made into paints made from finely ground glass and pigments that can be used to add color. 

Then they are fired on to the glass or metals. 

 

ENAMELED DECORATION — A Decorative glass technique commonly used in Victorian art glass, hand 

painting glass decorative technique using white or colored enamel paints applied on a finished glass piece and re 

fired to bake the enamel finish. 

 

ENAMELING KILN — Enameling kilns are small tabletop kilns used for glaze testing or decorating jewelry, 

glass, metal, or pottery. Enameling is the application of a hard and glossy decorative or protective coating, 

usually translucent glass, that fuses with its substrate when fired in an enameling kiln. 

 

ENGRAVING — A pattern or design that is cut into a glass surface, usually with a diamond-surfaced wheel on a 

lathe or bench grinder. 

 

ENGLOBE — A colored clay slip applied to greenware or leather-hard clay bodies, usually before bisque firing, 

in order to add texture, color, and background or to prepare the surface for additional decorating. 

 

ETCHED MOLD — Glass mold technique with pattern etched into the surface, achieving very fine detail in 

pressed glass. 

 

ETCHING — Patterns or designs cut into glass either by acid etching or needle etching techniques. 

 

EXPANSION COEFFICIENT — A numerical designator assigned to a glass to describe its Coefficient of 

Expansion. 

 

FIBER BLANKET — Usually 1/16” to 1” used as a baffle to prevent glass sticking to kiln furniture, casting rings, 

and dams. Also used to insulate small glass objects and beads from cooling too quickly.  
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FIBER BOARD — Usually 1/2” or thicker, this material can be cut to make shelves, kiln posts, or molds. 

FIBER PAPER — Usually 1/32” used to protect the kiln shelf. Fiber Rope; Available in varying thickness, used 

to create textures and channel barriers in glass. 

FINISHING — The procedure of concluding the shaping process 

FINE SILVER WIRE — Wire that assays at .999 pure silver. This wire can withstand the temperatures inside 

the kiln. Once cleaned it will shine up to bright silver after it is fused. 

FIRING — The process of heating clay or glass within a pottery kiln. 

FIRE POLISHING — Reintroducing the glass to heat in a kiln, flame, or furnace in order to melt away any 

irregularities, smooth and round edges, and develop a shiny appearance, without distorting the pattern on a 

mold, blown, or pressed glass piece. Usually performed after glass has been ground or sandblasted. 

FIRING LOG — Log of various firing schedules. Assists in understanding what has happened in past 

procedures. 

FIRING SCHEDULE — Written details of the times and rates of heating and cooling during a particular cycle. 

The entire collection of heating rates, set point temperatures and soak times associated with a particular firing. 

FIT — Compatible glass is said to "fit" each other. 

FLAMEWORK — The technique of forming objects from rods and tubes of glass that, when heated in a flame, 

become soft and can be manipulated into a desired shape. Historically, the source of the flame was an oil or 

paraffin lamp used with a foot-powered bellows, but today bench torches are used, which provide an intense, 

oxygenated natural gas or propane flame. This technique is also referred to as Lampworking. 

FLASHED GLASS — A sheet of glass composed of a base layer of one color with a thin contrasting layer of 

another color flashed or fused to the surface. Flashed glass is often used for etched or sandblasted glass art. 

When sections of the thin color layer are removed, the base color shows through. 

FLASHED ON COLOR — highlighting crystal glass with colored stain, commonly amber or red, by reheating 

the piece to fuse or flash the color to the surface of the piece, tends to rub off more easily with use than color 

which is fired on. 

FLASHING — Quickly placing the working glass into the glory hole to reheat the entire piece. This is meant to 

ensure that the glass will remain pliable and be kept safe from cracking. 

FLASH VENTING — Opening the kiln door or lid during the firing process to stop the process. 

FLOAT GLASS — Commonly known as window glass. It has been created by flowing molten glass on a bed of 

hot tin. This causes it to have a shiny polished surface on both sides of the glass. The process leaves an invisible 

tin film on the glass that is only relevant if you are fusing with float glass. A tin scope is necessary in order to 

determine the tin side of the float glass. 

FLUID ZONE — Also referred to as molten zone. Glass becomes fluid like and can flow. This occurs above 1350 

degrees Fahrenheit. Fusing of the glass occurs around 1500 - 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. 

FLUX — A substance, which causes or promotes melting. A Chemical agent (liquid or paste) used to facilitate 

the flow of solder and prevent formation of oxides during soldering (Stained glass work term). 

FOOT — The base of an object; the part on which it rests. 

FRACTURES AND STREAMERS — In the single roll process of glass making thin glass chips or shards 

(fractures) and/or glass string (streamers) are arranged on the casting table before the glass is poured, and thus 

pressed into the glass sheet as it is formed. 
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FREE BLOWN (off-hand blown) GLASS — Glassware shaped solely by inflation with a blowpipe and 

manipulation with tools. 

FREEZE AND FUSE — The process of mixing powder glass and water in a flexible mold, freeze and then fired 

in a kiln. A type of "pate-de-verre" 

FRIT — A broad term that refers to crushed or ground glass. It usually comes in different sizes, coarse, medium, 

fine, or powder. Frit is used as a coloring agent or for decorative effect in hot glass crafts like blowing and 

fusing. May be ground into a powder prior to being added to a ceramic glaze recipe. 

FRIT CASTING — Filling a mold with frit (ground glass) and heating it until the frit fuses into a solid mass. 

FRITTING — The process of creating frit. 

FURNACE — An enclosed structure for the production and retention of heat, used for melting glass batch and 

maintaining glass in a molten state. 

FURNITURE — A collective term for the various posts and shelving used to support and separate the ceramics 

or glass within the kiln chamber 

FULL FUSE — Heating two or more pieces of glass until they completely melt and flow together. 

FUSE, FUSING — To melt. The process of heating multiple pieces of glass until they bond. Over several hours, 

the temperature in the kiln is slowly brought up to fusing temperature, 1510°F (820°C), and then slowly cooled 

down again. Refers to specially designed glass that has been fused or melted together in a kiln. The process of 

placing different pieces of glass in contact with each other in an arranged design, then firing them in a kiln at a 

temperature high enough to bond them into one piece of glass. 

FUSING GLOVES — Gloves used to pick up hot glass and for opening up your kiln while it is in the fusing 

process. 

FUSING GLUE — Liquid adhesives used to hold glass pieces in place while transferring them from your 

workplace to the kiln shelf. 

FORE HEARTH – A shallow chamber through which molten glass passes on its way from a continuous melting 

furnace to the forming process. The purpose of this chamber is to allow the temperature of the glass to drop 

from melting temperatures (about 2,700°F) to forming temperatures (about 2,200°F for 1/8" thick sheet glass). 

GAFFER — The master craftsman in charge of a chair, or team of hot-glass workers and the entire production 

of a project. 

GARAGE — A heating chamber used to hold and keep hot parts of objects that are intended to be assembled on 

the blowpipe while other parts are being made. 

GATHER -– The technique of winding a ball of molten glass (called a gather) from the furnace onto the end of 

a blow pipe or punty. 

GATHERING IRON — A long, thin rod used to gather molten glass. 

GLASS — A homogeneous material with a random, liquid (non-crystalline) molecular structure. The process 

requires that the raw materials (batch) be heated to a temperature high enough to produce a completely fused 

melt. The glass, when cooled rapidly, then becomes rigid without crystallizing. 

GLASS CASTING — When you heat glass until it melts, and then it is poured into a mold. 

GLASS CLAY — Glass powder that is mixed with a binder and water to product clay. 

GLASS CLEANER — An ammonia-free glass cleaning product, soap and water or vinegar. 

GLASS CUTTER — Used to score (scratch) the glass. See cutter above. 
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GLASS KILN — Unlike most pottery kilns, glass kilns have heating elements in the lid. This combination of top 

firing and side firing provides more even heating for glass objects, which tend to be more horizontal than 

pottery. A glass kiln also provides slower cooling, which is necessary for the glass to anneal and become less 

brittle. 

GLASS PAINTS — Pigments, powdered or liquid glass paints applied to a glass surface 

GLASS POWDER — Glass that has been ground into a fine powder. 

GLASS SAW — Used to cut any glass shape out of any type of glass, quickly and with minimum glass waste. 

Types include; ring saw, band saw, etc… 

GLASS SIFTER — Used to sort various sizes of frit or to dust glass with powder glass. 

GLASS SEPARATOR — A protective coating used to keep glass from sticking to the kiln floor and shelves. Also 

known as kiln wash or shelf primer. 

GLASSBLOWING — The technique of forming an object by inflating molten glass gathered on a blowpipe. The 

glass is then manipulated and shaped by rolling it on a marver, swinging it, and shaping it with tools. 

GLAZE — A functional or decorative coating applied to the surface of pottery that becomes glass during firing. 

Glazing can be done to waterproof pottery or to add color or texture. Different visual effects are achieved with 

gloss, matte, or opaque glazes, or by adding an overglaze or underglaze. 

GLAZE FIRING — When clay is fired in a pottery kiln after the application of a glaze. Glaze firing is usually 

the second firing and takes place after bisque firing. 

GLORY HOLE — A high-temperature, gas-fueled chamber used to reheat and maintain the temperature of 

glass pieces while being worked on. The glory hole contains an oxygenated gas flame that maintains a 

temperature of 2200° F. 

GLUE CHIP — A texture created on the surface of cold glass by applying hot animal glue and allowing it to dry 

under controlled temperature and humidity conditions. As the glue dries and contracts, it chips the glass surface 

in a natural and attractive pattern, likened to frost on a windowpane. 

GOLD PEN — Pre-filled pens for adding fine trim, detailed designs, enhancing and personalizing your glass. 

GOGGLES — Used to protect your eyes while working with glass. Not used during firing techniques, will not 

protect against glare, ultraviolet and infrared radiation. 

GRAAL — A type of decorative glass developed by Orrefors of Sweden in 1916. The design is carved, engraved, 

or etched on a parison of colored glass, which is then reheated and cased in 

GRAVERRE — The graphite or charcoal drawing is fused between layers of the glass sheets. The technique is 

ideal for capturing the spontaneity of drawing. 

GREENWARE — greenware is the term for pottery that has been shaped on a pottery wheel but not yet fired 

in a pottery kiln. Greenware must be air dried before firing. Bone dry greenware is ready for firing but 

extremely fragile. The stages of the greenware drying process are wet, damp, soft leather hard, leather hard, stiff 

leather hard, dry, and bone dry. 

GRINDER — Electrical tool that is used for the precision shaping of glass. 

GRINDING — The technique of removing the surface of an object with a rotating wheel fed with an abrasive, a 

thick layer of transparent glass of a different color and inflated or by some other means. Using an abrasive 

wheel on a grinder to smoother or shape the edges of glass. 

GROG — Clay that has been fired and then ground into granules of more or less fineness. Grog is considered a 

filler and added to clay bodies for several reasons; it helps open a tight or dense body, promotes even drying, 
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which reduces warping and cracking, and reduces overall shrinkage. Grog also adds tooth and texture to a clay 

body aiding in the ability of the body to maintain its form during construction. 

GROZE — The process of filing or chipping away small of glass. 

GROZING PLIERS — Used for chipping away small areas of glass. They have small serrated teeth. 

HAIK BRUSH — Used to apply shelf primer to kiln shelves and molds. 

HARD GLASS — A glass of high viscosity at elevated temperatures. Has a high softening point and is difficult 

to melt. 

HIGH TEMPERATURE GLOVES — Safety gloves worn when hands are exposed to dangerous temperatures. 

HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRE — The technical term for this would be High temperature wire. Rated at 2000' 

Fahrenheit. High-temperature wire is sometimes used for making connections in fused glass jewelry. This wire 

will hold up to fusing temperatures but will fire scale a bit and turn almost gray. 

HOT CASTING — A type of casting where molten glass is poured into a mold. 

HOT GLASS — Working with or manipulating glass while it is in a molten condition. 

HOT-FORMED, HOT-WORKED — The generic term for glass that is manipulated while it is hot. 

HOT METAL MAN — Also called a Batch Man or Color Man, supervises the mixing of glass batches and 

formulates the recipes, which are often the hallmark of a glass company. 

ICE GLASS – A decorative effect that causes the surface of the glass to resemble cracked ice, achieved by 

plunging the hot glass into cold water and withdrawing it quickly to create small fissures in the surface. 

INCALMO — The technique of joining two or more sections of blown glass while hot. Italian decorative 

glassblowing technique. 

INCLUSIONS — A collective term for bubbles, precious metal, glass particles, and other material that have 

been added to the internal layer of a glass object for decorative effect. Any object fused between two layers of 

glass. 

INLAY — A decorative technique where a pattern is carved into clay at the leather hard stage and contrastingly 

colored clay is forced into the decoration. When the clay is a little drier the excess is scraped of to reveal the 

pattern. 

INTAGLIO — A method of engraving whereby the design is cut into the object and lies below the surface 

plane. The German name for this technique is Tiefschnitt. 

IRIDIZED — A type of multi-hued or rainbow-colored finish which is achieved by spraying metal salts onto 

hot glass and then re-firing the piece. A surface treatment where a metallic oxide is bonded to the glass while 

the surface is hot. This causes the surface of glass to reflect a rainbow-like color. 

IRON OXIDE — Fe2O3 is a colorant, when combined with the right glaze and firing, iron oxide can produce 

greens, browns, blacks, yellows, oranges, subtle blues and grays. Iron is also a useful colorant in clay bodies and 

is introduced by adding high iron clays to the clay recipe. 

JACKS — Large tong-like tools that are used to create score lines in the neck of a piece, among other things. It 

is the main tool used by glassblowers and is also known as a borsella or pucellas. 

JEWEL — A piece of glass that has been cut and faceted or press-molded into a geometric shape like a jewel. 

Often incorporated into leaded glass artwork. 

JEWELRY BLANK — Jewelry that has a space to add a piece of fused glass. 

JEWELRY FINDINGS — The hardware necessary for jewelry making. 
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KAOLIN — A china clay in its purest form Al2O3 2SiO2 2H2O. Primary clay.  

KAOLINIZATION — The natural formation of kaolin from the decomposition of feldspar. 

KILN — A kiln is a thermally insulated oven made of brick or fiber in which clay, glass, and other materials are 

baked or "fired" in order to harden them or give them permanent shape. Most kilns use electricity or natural gas 

as a fuel source. Specialty kilns are designed for applying enamel, creating glassware, or creating Raku ware. 

KILN CARVING — Using ceramic fiber paper to imprint a design into glass. 

KILN FORMING — The technique of fusing, shaping or otherwise altering glass utilizing the heat of a kiln. 

KILN POSTS – Ceramic pedestals designed to elevate the shelf. They typically have fluted sides and a hole in 

the center. 

KILN SHELF — Ceramic slabs that come in different sizes and shapes and should be purchased to fit your kiln. 

They come in round, half round, rectangular, square, multi sided, hexagonal, octagonal, 10 sided and 12 sided. 

Items are placed on shelves to fire them in the kiln. 

KILN SITTER — A devise that is set to automatically regulate the temperature inside a kiln. 

KILN WASH — A refractory mixture, usually kaolin or flint, which is painted on kiln shelves, typically applied 

to molds and saggers to prevent glass and glazes from adhering. Also known as shelf primer. 

LAMINATE — Using heat to bond glass to the point of just sticking together. 

LAMPWORK — Any glass working technique done using the direct flame of a torch. 

LATHE CUTTING — The technique whereby a blank in the general shape of the finished object is mounted on 

a lathe and turned, while a tool fed with abrasive is held against the surface in order to polish it, modify the 

profile, or cut it. In the case of glass lathes, the abrasive tool is fixed to a spindle and rotated and the glass is 

then held to the surface of the tool to abrade and carve. 

LATTICINO — Italian term that refers to a technique developed by the Romans and used in Murano 

glassmaking in which spiraled threads of white or colored glass are embedded into a piece of clear crystal, 

sometimes lace-like in pattern. 

LATTIMO – Italian term, meaning latte milk, refers to opaque white or milk glass. 

LEAD GLASS — Glass that contains a high percentage of lead oxide (at least 20 percent of the batch). This kind 

of glass is relatively soft, and its refractive index gives a brilliance that may be exploited by covering the surface 

with polished wheel-cut facets. 

LEADED GLASS — Pieces of flat glass that have been assembled into a panel or window and are held together 

with lead came. 

LEATHER HARD — The stage in the clay drying process when clay is dry enough to be handled but damp and 

pliable enough for trimming, sprigging, or adding other clay pieces 

LEHR — The oven that is used for annealing sheet glass. The lehr looks like a long tunnel, often over 100 feet 

long and 10 to 12 feet wide and contains several zones that are programmed to hold a specified temperature. 

The temperature decreases in each separate zone. Glass enters the lehr at the “hot end” and travels slowly on a 

conveyor as it gradually cools and the stress is relived from the glass. Depending on the thickness of the glass, 

the process may take from 45 minutes up to several hours. 

LIP WRAP — A thin trail of color that is wrapped around the lip/mouth of the piece. 

LIULI — Ancient Chinese glass art. 
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LIQUID STRINGER — A unique gel that you can mix with any brand or form of crushed glass, frits, powders 

or enamels before firing. It is a clean burning, water soluble binder. 

LOST WAX CASTING — A glass casting process where wax is used to make a mold. 

MANDREL — A metal rod around which beads and other small objects can be formed. 

MARVER — In French, marbre, meaning "marble". A flat sheet of steel or graphite used to shape and cool the 

glass. 

MATURE — Clay that has been fired to a tight, hard, serviceable structure. 

MELT— The fluid glass produced by melting a batch of raw materials. 

MILK GLASS — Opaque white glass; early milk glass pieces are opalescent when held up to a light source. 

MILLEFIORI — An Italian glassmaking term meaning "one thousand flowers," used to describe Venetian 

mosaic glass objects.  Italian for "a thousand flowers." Commonly refers to glass objects made from masses of 

murrini slices, also called Tessera, or tile work; a technique in which glass rods are cut into discs and placed into 

a mold to form a decorative pattern, then re-fired to fuse the pieces together. 

MOLD — Any form made of a refractory material in which glass can be shaped by slumping into or over. 

MOLD BLOWN — Molten glass is blown into a mold to produce a glass object with the pattern of the mold. 

MOLD PRESSED — Molten glass is poured into a mold, and then a plunger presses glass into the mold evenly 

to produce a glass object. 

MOIL — The unwanted top of a blown object. Removed after annealing, usually by cracking off. 

MOSAIC –—The technique of surface decoration or object making made up of smaller glass components, 

usually many small, adjoining pieces of glass that are then joined together through fusing or, in the case of tile 

mosaic, grouting. 

MURRINI — A thin slice of complex glass cane that can be used as a component in another glass object. From 

Latin murra, apparently a stone from which costly vessels (vasa murrina) were made.  The English adjective 

"murrhine" and the Italian adjective murrino are sometimes applied to mosaic glass and similar objects. When 

used as a noun, murrina refers to a slice of a complex cane, while a murrino is an insert of multicolored glass 

embedded in a glass object. 

MURANO GLASS — refers to glass made in Murano, Italy or elsewhere using techniques like hand blowing 

and many others developed or refined over the centuries by glassmakers in Murano. 

NEEDLE ETCHING — Technique developed in the 20th century; a hand-held or mechanical needle is used to 

draw fine and sometimes ornate, repetitive designs on a glass piece. 

NEEDLE POINT — Sharp pieces on the edge of glass that are formed when the contracting glass sticks to parts 

of the kiln wash. 

NEON — An inert gas which, like some other gases, has the properties of high electrical conductivity and 

strong light-emissive power. Such gases may be introduced into evacuated glass tubes. Under these conditions, 

an electrical discharge causes the gas to emit light. Different gases emit different colors; for example, neon emits 

red, and xenon emits blue. Regardless of the gases employed, lighting of this type is known as neon lighting. 

The creation of neon-illuminated objects requires creation of glass tubes. 

NOODLE — A fettuccini-like glass shape used as a decorative element in the hot glass arts. 

NOVELTY — A small scale glass version of some larger object, like an animal, sword, ship, etc. and popular in 

the late 19th century as boxes, toothpick holders and similar items. 
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NUGGET — A small, irregularly shaped “glob” of glass, flat on the bottom, rounded across the top. Nuggets are 

made by literally dropping a small amount of molten glass onto a flat surface. Frequently called “globs,” they are 

often incorporated into leaded glass artwork. 

ONCE FIRED — A pot that has undergone a single glaze firing. The glaze is applied directly on to the dry or 

leather hard pot thus avoiding the bisque firing. This approach, although offering certain economic and 

aesthetic advantages, can create technical problems for the potter. 

OPAL GLASS — A term used for glass that is solid in white in color and is opaque. Opal glass will have little or 

no translucence and will not transmit light. Said of any glass into which a material has been introduced at the 

raw materials stage (usually fluorine or phosphorus) which causes a degree of crystallization to occur and 

creates opacity in the glass. Reflected light is colorless, therefore white. The degree of opacity (and "whiteness") 

is variable depending upon composition and temperatures used in the manufacturing process. Commonly then, 

white glass is called "opal." 

Solid Color Opalescent Glass - Glass which is both colored and crystallized, creating a single color sheet, more 

opaque than a cathedral. Sometimes called "opaque" glass. 

 

Mixed Opalescent Glass - White glass (opal) mixed with one or more other colors to create a variegated, multi-

colored sheet. Light transmission varies with composition. Also called "variegated opalescent," sometimes 

"streaky." 

OPALESCENT — meaning semi-translucent, refers to white colored glass that shows some orange or “fire” 

translucence when held up to a direct light source, usually around the edges of the piece, flowing into a 

different color of glass. 

OPEN — To make a clay more open or porous in structure by adding fillers or grog. 

ORMULU — Refers to decorative metal added to an object made of glass. 

OVERSHOT — Achieved by rolling a gather over a steel plate on which small glass particles are placed, 

reheating the object to melt the sharp edges of these fragments, and then blowing the object to its final size and 

form, giving the object a rough texture and nicely speckled 

OXIDE — Any element combined with oxygen. 

OXIDATION — A firing where there is either no combustion occurring (electric kiln) or where there is 

sufficient oxygen in the kiln to allow the fuel to burn cleanly. The atmosphere of the kiln (oxidation, or 

reduction) dramatically affects the resulting clay and glaze colors, for example; copper in oxidation is green (as 

is copper oxide) in reduction it becomes red (more like copper metal). 

PAINTED GLASS — Glass on which special paints (containing frit) have been applied in illustration or 

decorative pattern and then heated in a kiln to a temperature high enough to fuse the pigments permanently to 

the glass surface. The modern version of the original medieval "stained glass."  

PARISON — A gather on the end of a blowpipe that is already inflated. 

PATE DE VERRE — A French term meaning "glass paste," pate de verre is the technique of creating a solid 

form from a glass powder or frit. The "glass paste" is brushed or tamped into a mold and fused together in a kiln 

to form a solid object. A frit casting technique 

PATTERN BAR — A bundle of glass that has been fused together to form a solid shape. 

PATTERN SLICES — Thin slices cut off a pattern bar. 
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PEEP HOLE — Small hole(s) in a kiln designed for viewing the contents of the kiln chamber. Also used to 

ventilate the firing chamber. 

PINCERS — A glassworker's tool used for decorating objects by pinching the glass while it's hot. 

PINCHING — A method of forming clay, which is well described by its name. 

PINCH POT — Pinch pots are the classic pottery projects for beginners. By pinching, or working clay with 

one's thumbs, fingers, and palms, one creates a pinch pot - a simple, hollowed-out piece of clay. 

PLASTER — 2CaSO4 2H2O. An invaluable mold-making tool for the potter, also used extensively in industry. 

It can be poured or carved into virtually any shape. When it is dry it can be used to press clay into or to slipcast 

with. 

PLASTICITY — The properties of a material that allow it to be shaped and to retain its shape. The plastic 

properties of clay are principally determined by the size of the platelets. The smaller the platelets the more 

plastic the clay is. Aging or souring is also relevant to a clay’s plasticity; with time bacterial action creates a 

colloidal gel, which aids the lubrication of the platelets. It refers to the ease with which a particular type of clay 

or clay body can be formed into different shapes without breaking or cracking. 

PLIABLE ZONE — Also referred to as the workable zone. Glass will begin to slump or move from about 1250 

degrees Fahrenheit to 1350 degrees Fahrenheit. This is the zone where glass slumping occurs. 

POLISHING — The process of smoothing the surface of an object by holding it against a rotating wheel fed 

with a fine abrasive such as pumice or cerium oxide. Glass can be polished with hand-held tools as well. 

PONTIL MARK — refers to the place on the base of a glass object where it is attached to the punty rod or 

pontil while the blower is shaping and finishing the piece, and then snapped off and polished smooth. 

PORCELAIN — A white, highly vitrified, high firing clay body that is translucent where thin. The 

translucency is a result of silica glass fused into the fired clay. To achieve this a high amount of flux is added to 

a kaolin-based clay body. 

POT FURNACE — A melting chamber in which one or more ceramic pots are placed. Batch is fed into the 

individual pots through ports in the chamber walls, and when melted, glass is ladled from the pots via the same 

ports. Each pot is fairly small. The pot furnace allows the melting of a number of different glass colors (as many 

as there are pots) at the same time, within a single melting chamber. 

POTTERS WHEEL — A potter's wheel, aka potter's lathe or pottery wheel, is a machine with a rotating wheel 

on which a potter shapes or "throws" clay. Pottery wheels can be driven by electricity or by hand power or foot 

power (the latter are known as kickwheels). 

POWDERS — Glass that has been ground into a fine powder. It can be used to decorate glass before fusing, 

mixed with liquid stringer and used as paint, or mixed with water and used in the Freeze and Fuse method. 

PREFIRE ADHESIVE — Glue that can be used to hold glass in place before firing. 

PRESSED GLASS — Glassware formed by placing a blob of molten glass in a metal mold and pressing it with a 

metal plunger or “follower” to form the inside shape. The resultant piece, termed “mold-pressed” has an interior 

form independent of the exterior, in contrast to mold-blown glass, whose interior corresponds to the outer 

form. 

PRUNT — A small blob of glass fused to a piece of glass, often impressed with a pattern or stamp. 

PUNTY, OR PUNTIL ROD — refers to the metal rod a glassmaker attaches to hot glass so that it can be handled 

while hot as the piece is shaped and finished. When the punty is removed it often leaves a scar on the base of 

the object called the pontil mark or punty mark, which is usually polished out of final art works. 
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PUG MILL — Pug is the act of mixing clay, and pug mills are machines that perform this task. Pugmills can be 

used to create clay recipes, recycle clay, mix it with water, or eliminate air bubbles from clay. 

PYROMETER — A meter that indicates temperatures inside the kiln. In order to work, a pyrometer must have 

a thermocouple (temperature sensor) connected to it. 

RAKU — A low-fire form of pottery where the pots are removed from the kiln as soon as the glaze has melted 

and then left to cool or doused with water. In the mid 20th century Paul Soldner introduced the now popular 

process of post firing reduction. In this case the red-hot pot is placed in a lidded bin filled with straw or 

sawdust. The glazes are dramatically altered by the reduction particularly noteworthy are the colors achieved 

with Copper.  

RAKU KILN — A specialized type of kiln in which pottery items are removed while still very hot and then 

quickly subjected to some form of thermal shock, i.e. intense cooling. This process causes small but structurally 

sustainable cracks in the pottery surface, an effect known as crackling or crazing. Raku kilns are small and 

designed for easy accessibility to their contents. 

RAMP TIME, RAMP SPEED — The time required for the kiln temperature to increase or decrease. The 

amount of time stated in each step of a firing schedule for your kiln to go from its current temperature to the 

next indicated set point, in consistent degrees per minute. 

RAMPS — This term refers to the rapid heating cycles. 

REACHING TONGS – Stainless steel tools that are used to reach far into your kiln to put in or remove items. 

They are also great for picking up and working with hot items in the kiln. They have serrated tips that help in 

grabbing your item. 

REDUCTION FIRING — a reduction atmosphere within a pottery kiln occurs when there isn't enough oxygen 

to fully consume the fuel. This is done in gas kilns by reducing the draft but isn't practical in the oxygen-rich 

atmosphere of electric kilns. Reduction firing results in pottery with unique color characteristics and subtler, 

earthier, richer colors. 

REFRACTORY — Any material that will not burn, bend, warp, deform or explode at a specific high 

temperature. 

RETICELLO — Italian decorative glassblowing technique. 

RILGAREE — A form of appliquéd glass decoration in a crimped, a ribbon-like highlight on some Victorian art 

glass pieces. 

RIIGIDIZER — A chemical added to certain ceramic fibers to bind them into a solid state. 

RING MOTTLE GLASS — An opalescent glass in which rates of crystal growth have been controlled to create 

ring-shaped areas of opacity. The effect is a visual surface mottling. 

RIPPLE — A surface texture, often dramatic, consisting of linear or irregular ripples. Created naturally in some 

sheet-forming processes, imitated with an embossing roll in others. This classic texture combines the light 

diffusion of a Granite texture with the motion of undulating lines. An irregular, wavy line pattern makes this 

glass the optimal choice for pieces that require strong texture. 

RODS — Used to describe cylindrical, pencil-thick sticks of glass used primarily in flameworking and glass bead 

making. They are available in a wide color range and many expansion coefficients. 

RONDEL — A mouth-blown piece of glass that has been spun into a circular shape, often irregular. Sometimes 

incorporated into leaded glass artworks. Machine-made facsimiles are common, called "pressed rondels." 

RUN — When the glass begins to break at one edge and runs to the other edge. 
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RUNNING PLIERS — Used to control the breaking of the glass. They are placed on the score at the edge of the 

glass. 

SAFETY GLASSES — Safety glasses provide protection against glare, ultraviolet and infrared radiation, in 

addition to flying debris from glass cutting, powder spray, and adhesive splash. 

SAGGING PROCESS — Heating glass until it sags and conforms to the shape of the form on which it rests. 

When heated glass starts to soften, it slumps and sags under its own weight. 

SAIRSET–— This technical term refers to a material used in kiln building and to fix chipped or broken molds. 

SANDBLASTING — The process of removing glass or imparting a matte finish by blast/bombardment with fine 

grains of sand that are propelled by compressed air. The purpose is to remove areas of glass from the piece that 

will either create a design on the surface or that will result in putting a dull finish or a matte finish on the glass.  

SAND CASTING — Pouring molten glass into a mold made out of sand. 

SATIN — Refers to acid finish or polish; use of hydrofluoric acid to produce a velvety, smooth glass surface. 

Also refers to hand polished finishes. 

SCALLOPING — Refers to decorative ruffles or wavy shape given to the rim of bowls, vases and other glass 

items during the molding process versus crimping, which is hand done after molding. 

SCAVO — A process by which a rougher, matte finish is achieved, by adding a corrosive chemical to the 

surface of hot glass while it is cooling. 

SCORE LINE — A light scratch on the surface of glass when the cutter is pressed against the glass and then 

drawn or pushed across the surface. 

SEEDS — Air bubbles that are trapped in glass during the manufacturing process, usually occurring in groups. 

SEEDY GLASS — Also known as seeded glass. Glass in which air bubbles are introduced intentionally into the 

molten glass prior to forming the sheet and thus entrapped. Typically used in cabinet doors and windows when 

some distortion is desired. 

SERRATED — Refers to a notched or sawtooth edge on the rim of a glass piece, usually found on cut glass 

pieces. 

SET POINT — A goal temperature of the kiln in any given step of a firing schedule. 

SGRAFFITO — A decorative technique, whereby the surface is scratched, often to expose another layer of 

another color. 

SHARDS — Pieces of clay or glass broken off from larger glass sheets, or objects. Also referred to as confetti. 

SHEARS — A scissor-like tool that is used to cut, trim, and shape hot glass. 

SHELF PAPER — Sometimes referred to as "Fire Paper" or "Shelf Release Paper." At 1/32” it is thinner than 

fiber paper and is used to protect glass from sticking to objects inside the kiln. 

SHELF PRIMER — Used to keep glass from sticking to kiln shelf. Sometimes called kiln wash. 

SHELLING — Flaking, Peeling. A defect in which glaze falls from the clay body in flakes. It is caused by 

insufficient bond between glaze and body, usually the result of under-firing. 

SHIVERING — A defect in which fired glaze pulls away from the ware taking some of the body with it in the 

form of slivers. This generally occurs on sharp rims and edges of handles and is due to improper glaze fit caused 

by too much compression by the body. 

SHORT — Non-plastic clay poor in working qualities. 
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SHOP — Refers to a glassmaking crew that works together, hand making glass items and glass art pieces. 

SHOTGUN ANNEALING — The process of taking glass through different annealing points. 

SHRINKAGE — The decrease in size of a clay object due to drying and firing. Dry shrinkage is reversible with 

the return of water. Kiln firing shrinkage is permanent due to chemical and physical changes clay undergoes 

when exposed to heat. 

SICKNESS — Refers to cloudy stains in glass vessels such as vases, decanters and bottles, caused by chemical 

reactions inside the vessel when liquid is left in it for a long period; can sometimes be cleaned or may required 

re-polishing the piece. 

SIDE FIRING KILN — The elements have been placed around the sides of the inside of the kiln. 

SILICA — Silicon dioxide, a mineral that is the main ingredient in glass. Sand is the most common form used in 

glassmaking. Also, the primary glass forming oxide used in pottery and glaze production. Boron is the other 

glass forming oxide used although more commonly as a flux than as a glass former due to its low melting point 

(577ºC, 1063ºF). A glass forming oxide must be present in any glaze and as silica’s melting point is 1800ºC, 

3272ºF, a flux is always present to reduce the melting point to a workable range. 

SILVER DEPOSIT or OVERLAY — Complex glassmaking technique that uses electrolysis to deposit a metallic 

silver design painted on a glass piece with a wash of borax, oxide of lead, sand, nitrate of potash, white arsenic 

and phosphate of lime mixed in turpentine, the piece is then fired, submerged in an electroplating bath to 

deposit the silver, and finally buffed and polished. 

SLAKE — To moisten dry clay with water. 

SLIP — A clay and water mix that has more clay than engobe but is thinner than slurry. A slip is applied to the 

surface of greenware. Slips are often used for decorative purposes, but they are also used for casting clay in 

molds. A fluid suspension of clay with and water, with a “cream” like consistency. Most often colored with 

oxides and painted or poured onto pots for decoration. 

SLIPCASTING — Plaster molds are filled with a deflocculated slip; deflocculation reverses the electric charges 

in the clay particles, which reduces the water content in a slip to that of most plastic clays, around 30% of total 

weight. A common deflocculant is Sodium Silicate. The plaster absorbs sediment of clay leaving the remaining 

moisture over the entire interior surface of the mold. The excess slip is drained off and the cast can be removed 

from the mold soon after. This approach is used widely by industry and some studio potters. 

SLIPWARE — A traditional English decorative technique associated with red earthenware and lead glaze. 

Colored slip is piped onto the leather hard pot much like cake decoration. The most noted exponent of slipware 

was the 18-century potter “Thomas Toft”; his dishes set a standard that few modern potters can compete with. 

SLUMPING — The technique of forming glass using a mold, heat and gravity in a kiln. Glass is shaped by 

softening and relaxing or falling into a slumping mold or over onto a draping mold as the kiln heats the glass to 

a pliable state, referred to as slumping temperature, 1250° F (676° C). The glass then conforms to the shape of 

the mold. 

SLURRY — A slurry is a thick, viscous slip. It's most commonly used as a sort of glue that helps hold handles or 

other clay pieces in place when added during the leather-hard stage of the drying process. The term slurry is 

also applied to glaze mixes. 

SOAK — To hold a kiln at one steady temperature for an specific extended period of time. 

SOAK TIME — The length of time to hold the temperature of the kiln at a certain set point or temperature 

before continuing to the next step. 

SOFTENING POINT — The point at which glass when heated starts to soften and bend. 
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SODA-LIME GLASS — Historically, the most common form of glass. It contains three major compounds in 

varying proportions, but usually silica (about 60—75%), soda (12-18%), and lime (5-12%). Soda-lime glasses are 

relatively light, and upon heating, they remain plastic and workable over a wide range of temperatures. They 

lend themselves, therefore, to elaborate manipulative techniques. 

SOFFIETTA — A tool used to further inflate a vessel after it has been removed from the blowpipe and attached 

to the punty. The vessel is reheated, and the conical nozzle of the soffietta is inserted into its mouth so that the 

aperture is block and air can be blown in through the tube. 

SOFT GLASS — A generic name for glass with a relatively high coefficient of expansion glass and then drawn 

or pushed across the surface. 

SOFT SHOE OR BENCH BRUSH — Used to clean your work surface after cutting glass. 

SOLDER — A fusible alloy, usually tin and lead, used to join metallic parts, or the act of applying it. Used to 

bond metals in both the leaded and copper foil techniques of stained-glass work. 

SOLUBLE — Capable of being dissolved in water. 

SPALL — A shallow rounded flake on a glass object, generally near the rim of a piece. 

SPATTER — Similar to Overshot, a technique producing spotted or multi-colored glass with white inner casing 

and clear outer casing by rolling a gather in tiny particles of glass; Spatter is cased, resulting in a smooth surface, 

whereas Overshot glass is left rough and uneven. 

SPRIGGING — The addition of embossed decorations or low-relief ornamentation to leather-hard or bisque-

fired pottery. The sprig is created by pressing a slip or moist clay into a mold. 

STAINED GLASS — The common name used to refer to colored or decorative flat glass. Stained glass is most 

often used in windows, panels, lamps and sun catchers. Many artisans use stained or colored glass in mosaic 

projects. Stained glass is actually a misnomer the glass is not actually stained but is created by using various 

oxides and coloring agents. The generic name for decorative windows made of pieces of colored glass fitted into 

canes and set in iron frames. In addition to glass colored by staining, glaziers use glass colored throughout by 

metallic oxide, glass colored by flashing, and glass decorated with enamel. The term originally applied to 

colored or clear flat glass cut to fit an artist’s design, on which details were painted in pigment with a brush. 

The glass pieces were then heated in a kiln or oven to bond the pigment to the glass surface. This firing makes 

the painted detail as durable and permanent as the glass itself. Most religious windows from medieval times 

until this century were executed in this manner, and so the term came to be used first for any architectural 

application, and then for any design in colored flat glass. It is now universally accepted as a convenient general 

term to define the art, the craft, and the industry. 

STAINS — A suspension of metallic oxides, clays and other materials with water, used to add color to the 

surface of clay and glaze. 

STAIN CRACKS — Fissures in a glass object caused by internal stress from inadequate annealing and/or 

accidental thermal shock. 

STACKING — The layering of sheets of glass to create patterns or images. 

STAINED GLASS FUSING — Fusing glass and using the pieces in a stained-glass project. 

STAINLESS STEEL MOLDS — Made for glass fusing, or metal bowls and other objects made out of stainless 

steel. 

STONE — Small impurities in glass, such as a particle of furnace material. 
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STONEWARE — Highly vitrified ceramics fired to above 1200ºC, 2192ºF. Most of the silica in a fired stoneware 

body is melted into a glassy matrix and the resulting body is of high density and usually has a water absorption 

rate of less than 1%. Stoneware is a non-porous, high-fire clay that's harder and stronger than earthenware. 

Stoneware does not require glazing in order to be waterproof. Stoneware contains more clay than porcelain and 

is opaque rather than translucent. 

STRAIN POINT — The lowest annealing temperature. Below the strain point any stress in glass is permanent. 

STREAKY GLASS —Two or more cathedral glasses mixed together to create a multi-colored glass sheet. Some 

use this term also to describe Mixed Opalescent glass. 

STRESS — A force creating tension and compression within glass that could cause unwanted breakage. Internal 

stress can be caused by poor annealing or fusing of incompatible glass. Tension in glass that could cause it to 

break. 

STRIKER OR STRIKING COLOR — A glass or frit that will actually change from one color to another when a 

specified temperature is reached. They appear to be light or white before they are fired and change color when 

the striking temperature is reached. 

STRIKING — The process of reheating glass after it has cooled, in order to develop the color or the opacifying 

agent which appears only within a limited range of temperatures. 

STRINGER — A very thin, spagetti like rod of colored glass, approximately 1.5mm in diameter that is used as a 

decorative element in fusing and hot glass work. 

STUDIO GLASS — A term used to describe unique or limited-edition glass objects that were designed and 

created in a studio instead of a factory. 

STUDIO GLASS MOVEMENT — Art movement that began in the United States in the 1960s, characterized by 

the proliferation of glass artists who were not affiliated with factories, but worked with hot glass in their own 

private studios. The emergence of independent glass artists was made possible by the development of small 

furnaces and easy-to-melt glass. 

SYSTEM 96® — A broad family of Tested Compatible glass materials for the hot glass arts. Suitable for blowing, 

fusing, casting, flamework, and any combination of these media, System 96 is a partnership of independent 

companies who test their products to an identical standard to assure their compatibility. 

TACK FUSING — Fusing glass until it just sticks together. Each piece still retains its individual character. 

TAGLIA — A square-ended knife used to shape or sculpt molten glass on the blowpipe. 

TEARDROP — Refers to an inclusion caused by an air bubble, purposely created in a glass item for decorative 

effect to highlight a feature such as the stem of a goblet or the stopper of a decanter. 

TERRAZZO — A combination of marble, granite, onyx, or glass chips in a binder of Portland cement or other 

resinous material. After curing, the surface is ground to expose the decorative chips. 

TERRA SIGLLIATTA — A slip comprised of the smallest particles of clay, which consequently resembles a 

burnished surface. The technique was used to impressive effect in the Greco-Roman period. 

TESTED COMPATIBLE — Descriptive of glasses which have been tested and marked prior to sale to verify 

compatibility with each other when combined in a hot glass process like blowing, fusing, or casting. 

TEXTURE FIRE — Fusing glass to the point where it is bonded, and the texture remains on the individual 

pieces. 

TEXTURE PAD — Earthenware molds that add texture to glass. 
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TEXTURED GLASS — A sheet of hand cast or machine-made glass that has had one side embossed with a 

texture. Rolled textures: In rolled glasses (see definitions below), one of the forming rolls is embossed with a 

texture that is imprinted on the glass as the sheet is formed. This produces glass smooth on one side and 

textured on the other. Common examples are "hammered," "granite," and "muffle." Natural textures: any 

textural effect created without mechanical influence or embossed rolls. Includes Baroque and Waterglass®. 

Cold glass textures: this category includes glue chipping, etching, sand blasting, and any other surface treatment 

performed on the cold glass sheet at room temperature. 

THERMAL SHOCK — Breakage that occurs in glass because of rapid heating or cooling. 

THERMOCOUPLE — The temperature sensing probe of a pyrometer. It's inserted into the kiln chamber to 

measure temperature. 

THREADING — The process of winding a thin trail of glass around an object to create the appearance of 

parallel lines. 

THROWING — To make pottery by hand on the potter’s wheel. A delicate balance, which defies gravity and 

centrifugal force as clay is coaxed up by hand from a spinning turntable. 

TOOL — General term that describes any tool used by glassworkers during the glassmaking process. 

Glassworker's tools include the blowpipe, pontil, gathering iron, jacks, shears, clapper, pallet, block, pincers, 

battledore, lipper, and crimper. 

TOP FIRING KILN — The elements are placed in the lid of the kiln. 

TRAIL — A strand of glass, roughly circular in section and drawn out from a gather, used to decorate the 

surface of a glass object. 

TRANSITIONAL ZONE — Glass begins to change from about 900 degrees Fahrenheit to 1250 degrees 

Fahrenheit. The strain point is at the lower end of this temperature, while the upper end is where the softening 

point and the annealing point are near the same temperature. 

TRIMMING OR TURNING — Certain forms made on the potter’s wheel will not support themselves unless 

excess clay is left at the base, alternatively, extra definition on the foot of a pot may be needed. The solution to 

both these problems is turning, which is done at the leather hard stage. The pot is inverted onto a potter’s 

wheel and a metal cutting tool is applied to the bottom of the pot until the desired finish is achieved. 

TURN — Refers to a shift worked by a shop and measuring output by how many pieces were produced rather 

than the number of hours worked. 

TWISTIES — Cane formed out of different colored glass twisted together. 

UNDERGLAZE — Ceramic colors combined with clay applied under a glaze, usually a clear glaze. Although a 

durable method of decorating, colors can run especially if colorants, which double as fluxes, are used, however 

more dependable than overglaze stains.  

VENTING — The process of opening the kiln lid or door during the fusing process. 

VESICA — Refers to a decorative, pointed oval design cut into a glass piece. 

VETRO A RETICELLO — An Italian term, meaning "glass with a small network." This blown glass technique 

utilizes glass canes laid in crisscross pattern to form a fine net, which may contain tiny trapped air bubbles. 

VETRO A RETORTI — A type of glass made with canes that have been twisted to form a spiral pattern. 

VISCOSITY — A liquid’s internal resistance to flowing. The ability of a liquid to flow, the term is used by the 

potter in relation to molten glazes, glaze suspensions, and slips. A stiff molten (liquid) glaze is one of high 

viscosity, while a runny molten (liquid) glaze is one of low viscosity. 
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VITRIFICATION — The degree of melt in a clay body as the silica forms a glass with fluxes present. The 

transformation of a material into glass. In pottery, vitrification refers to the changes undergone by clays and 

glazes when they're fired in pottery kilns. At a given temperature, the pottery surface will become vitreous, i.e. 

glossy or glass-like. 

VITROGRAPH — The act of maneuvering molten glass as it flows from the bottom of a raised and supported 

kiln. 

WATER — H2O. A most important part of clay and is also used to suspend the particles of a glaze prior to 

application. The water in clay takes three forms; Water of plasticity, Pore Water and Chemically bonded water. 

Water of plasticity lubricates the clay platelets. The pore water is water of plasticity that is trapped during the 

drying process in between platelets of clay. Poor water can cause problems in the bisque firing even if it appears 

the pot is bone dry and caution must be taken up to around 150ºC, 248ºF (Water smoking period). The 

chemically bonded water is driven off up to around 600ºC, 1112ºF trailing off at 700ºC, 1292ºF henceforth it 

becomes ceramic. (The theoretical formula for clay is Al2O3 2SiO2 2H2O and becomes AL2O3 2SiO2 upon the 

ceramic change) See Clay, Firing, and Ceramic Change.  

WAX RESIST — A decorative technique where a wax based medium is used to create a pattern, which is then 

covered, in another coat of glaze or slip. The wax resists the subsequent coating creating the pattern. Paper 

stencils or tape can create a similar effect. Latex is another effective resist with other advantages. 

WHEEL ENGRAVING — The process of decorating the surface of the glass by grinding it against a wheel. The 

engraver holds the object against the underside of the rotating wheel to which disks of various sizes and 

materials and an abrasive in a grease or slurry have been applied. 

WEDGING — To kneed or mix plastic clay by hand. A hand process used to homogenize the clay and remove 

air bubbles, thus making it workable. The techniques for wedging are called; Spiral, or Chrysanthemum 

wedging, Rams head, or Monkey face wedging and wire/slab wedging. Both Rams head and Spiral wedging 

involves the folding of the clay on itself too build up an ever-tightening spiral of clay platelets. Wire wedging 

builds up increasing layers of clay platelets and is the best for introducing other clays and fillers into an already 

plastic clay body 

WEDGE VENTING — Using a wedge of 1/2 inch to 1 inch to vent the kiln during firing. 

WET FELT — Soaking a ceramic-fiber with rigidizer and using it for mold making. 

WIRE — The act of using wire to enhance a piece of artwork. 

WIRE WRAPPING — The act of using wire to enhance a piece of artwork. 

WIRE WRAPPING TOOLS — The use of tools to bind and twist wires together. Some of the tools used include 

pliers and wire cutters. 

ZANFIRICO — Italian decorative glassblowing technique. 

 


